SUNDAY MORNING AT THE MARXIST LIBRARY

Sun, April 11, 2021: 10:30 am to 12:30 pm Pacific

Ten Things for US to Understand about Latin America

Our speaker, Laura Wells, just returned from two weeks in Nicaragua with a delegation sponsored by Sanctions Kill and other peace groups. Laura will report back on the struggles in Latin America and the Caribbean resisting US imperialism to create a better world, based on her visits and studies. She would like to engage in a robust discussion of what we can learn from the shift in consciousness in Latin America and about their advances toward socialism.

Read her blog at: laurawells.org.

Green candidate for Governor arrested at Republican/Democratic “Debate”

“They may arrest us, but they can’t stop us.” said Wells, who was arrested when she tried to attend the televised “debate” between the Republican and Democratic candidates on October 10, 2010.

About Sunday Morning at the Marxist Library

A weekly discussion series inspired by our respect for the work of Karl Marx and our belief that his work will remain as important for the class struggles of the future as they have been for the past.

Login and other info is available on our website: ICSSMARX.ORG
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